Art Gallery of Peterborough’s Inaugural Triennial Exhibition, March 5 to April 29, 2012

THE ART GALLERY OF PETERBOROUGH IS DELIGHTED TO PRESENT ITS INAUGURAL TRIENNIAL EXHIBITION ON
VIEW March 9 to April 29, 2012; Opening Reception Sunday, March 11, 2 to 4 pm.
The jury selected works from 116 applicants from Peterborough and the surrounding eight counties to develop this forthcoming
diverse group opening March 9 at the AGP and continuing until April 29.
Doug Andrews, Sylvat Aziz, Leanne Baird, Lindsay Barr, Peter Barron, Tim Bellhouse, Thomas Blackmore, Jimson Bowler, Lori
Brand, Jarrod Cameron, Anne Cavanagh, Phillip Chee, Peer Christensen, Andy Christopher, John Climenhage, Megan Cole,
Marianne Collins, Brad Copping, Michael Davidge, Caroline deMooy, Henry Fernandes, Patrick Fitzgerald, Corin Ford Forrester,
Stephanie Ford Forrester, Jo Forrest, Paolo Fortin, Greg Gibbons, Daniel Glassford, Rose Gordon, Bec Groves, Christy Haldane,
Toni Hamel, Barbara Hawthorn, Angela Hennessey, David Hickey, Jennifer Hiscox, Claire Hogenkamp, Alex Jack, Dwayne James,
Kellie Jobson, Anne-Marie Kornachuk, Ryan Laidman, Jane LowBeer, Paul Markewitz, Judith Mason, Ray McGirl, Catherine
McIntosh Jeffery, Mary McLoughlin, Rod Mireau, Patrick Moore, Lesa Moriarity, Gordon T.Murray, Rob Niezen, Kelly O'Neill, David
Parson, Michael Poulton, Dionne Powlenzuk, Susan Rankin, Micky Renders, Joan Scaglione, Susan Scott, Nan Sidler, Dwight C.
Siegner, Heather Smith, Erika Takacs, Shannon Taylor, Alice Teichert, Wendy Trusler, Steven Vero, Brion Wagner, Victoria
Wallace, David Woodward, Joan Zageris will be featured in the spring 2012 AGP Inaugural Triennial.
The gallery extends our gratitude to the jury, Linda Jansma (Robert McLaughlin Gallery, Oshawa), Fynn Leitch (Artspace,
Peterborough) and Olexander Wlasenko (Station Gallery, Whitby), as well as to the 2012 Triennial Project Coordinator, Anca
Pascalau.
Thanks to all the artists who applied – we had a truly incredible selection of works to choose from. This first-ever Triennial will
undoubtedly stand out as a fresh and engaging experience for artists and viewers alike!

www.agp.on.ca
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Doug Andrews

Sylvat Aziz

Still Lahore, 2009, unbound folds out of 30 in a book form, mixed media, 17 x 22 inches
April, June 2010, oil on canvas, 18 x 36 inches
“Growing up in rural Ontario, scenes from the countryside and daily farm life are
favourite subjects of mine. I have always reveled in the colour, light and
compelling designs of the world around me and delight in transporting the viewer
to a particular place at a specific moment in time.”

www.agp.on.ca

“I am a visual artist with a formation in life, education and work based in three
different countries and cultures, a circumstance of much learning. I work in ‘open
media’ format and am concerned with phenomena that affect entire populations
rather than being the prerogative of one or a few individuals. Studio practice takes
precedence over other forms of expression in communicating ideas and concepts
in a sensory modality, primarily visual. The narratives of the diverse constructs of
the fool, jester, trickster or the little-boy-who-called-the-emperor-naked are
fundamental to the story telling in the images and are a strong element in my
works. The work engages with cultural, political and socio-religious practices of
communities and with material artifacts emanating from these sources in a
historical continuum. The study of present alone remains an imperfect lens for
reasonable comprehension of such content. A particular focus is presenting
identities and expressions under siege and duress from political power and
traumatic physical forces. “
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Leanne Baird

Lindsay Barr

March Snow, 2011, acrylic on canvas, 36 x 36 inches
“My landscape paintings are both a study of the physical and metaphysical. The
earthly dimension and the unseen dimensions of light are a source for my
creativity. I strive to depict the beauty and colour of our natural world infused with
the multidimensional reality of light. With expanded awareness, a powerful silence
is perceived underlying the creative energy of nature and within that silence, an
intrinsic vibration of light. By immersing myself into the elements of nature and
expressing my experience in an abstracted expression of the landscape, I practice
capturing the feeling and vibration of the natural world. Through the inspiration of
nature I witness the deconstruction of form into the formless and back into form
again; deconstructing trees, hills and sky into colour, shape, lines and space.

www.agp.on.ca

Stitch My Life, 2011, acrylic on canvas, 60 X 70 inches
“Lindsay Barr was born in Labrador City, NL on July 14, 1981. She moved to ON
with her family in 1982. From a very early age, Lindsay showed a very strong
interest in art and was constantly creating art pieces starting out with jello pudding
and proceeding to paint and mixed media. Lindsay has been creating artwork at a
progressive pace since the early 90's. She has participated in advanced art
classes in high school, attended Haliburton Art School and studied at NSCAD
University for Fine Arts and Ceramic Studies in Halifax, Nova Scotia from 20052008.”
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Peter Barron

Tim Bellhouse

In Memoriam, 2011, acrylic on canvas, 76 x 76 inches
“This recent body of work is an extension of earlier painting efforts involving the
human figure and the local landscape. Compared to previous efforts, the
difference in these paintings is found in the use of a new paint medium (acrylic)
and in the application of different (for me) painting techniques: pouring liquid paint
which has been combined with a variety of vehicles and mediums mixed with an
assortment of aggregates; scraping the wet paint surface and all in conjunction
with brush and palette knife work. They also, however, reflect a shift from a
documentary/descriptive focus to one of a more personally expressive, ambiguous
mode, ambiguity being a dominant force in the understanding of life. Though
painted since this summer, they are the most recent works in a body of paintings
begun more than a decade ago.”

www.agp.on.ca

Morning Reflections, 2011, digital photograph, 11 x 14 inches
``I am a self-taught photographer who began taking photographs in the 1970s. I
have been educated and have worked in the field of biology for more than 30
years. My work has taken me from the shores of Lake Ontario to the coast of
James Bay. My background in biology has provided an opportunity to experience
and embrace the rich, natural diversity of Ontario, which has been an inspiration in
my photography. My passion in photography is focussed on capturing the subtle
details in the natural world that surrounds me. Through my photographs I hope to
express a mood, convey a message and lead the viewer to take a closer look at
the world in which they live. The photographs in this collection represent a view of
nature that I see around me. This subtle beauty is close to us all, if we just take the
time to stop and look at what surrounds us.``
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Thomas Blackmore

Jimson Bowler

the more I see the morrisseau, installation with 4 paintings and couch

Back Corner Dreams, 2011, acrylic on photograph, 24 x 24 inches
``Thomas Blackmore is a Toronto born, and Peterborough raised individual who
graduated from The University of Western Ontario with a degree in Geography and
Visual Arts. Born in Toronto, in 1985, his family soon moved to Peterborough at
the age of 3. A graduate of Peterborough Collegiate and Vocational School, he
has always been deeply involved in evolving his artistic abilities. Thomas has
pursued his artistic endeavors with an emphasis on urban and rural landscapes.
The focus of his submitted pieces touches on the cloaked beauty that is found
within the discarded areas of our urban landscapes. Using original photographs
taken from downtown Peterborough as a foundation of his works, he then layers
paint to achieve a deeper textured surface creating a relationship between the
photograph and a painterly aesthetic.``
www.agp.on.ca

“This work allows us to be part of how it all came back.
We are the ones to tell our story.
Images reach into the beginning of things.
This is the map.
Nationwide.
Broke down injuns looking where to cross.
Loon calls warnings as fish catch their breath.
Muskrat returns with mud.
The more I see the morrisseau………..”
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Lori Brand

Jarrod Cameron

Pour Man, October 20, 2011, acrylic gel transfer collage on wood, 22 3/4 x 11 3/4 inches
Landscape 1: Yellow Sky, 2011, water-soluble oil on canvas, 12 x 16 inches
“Lori Brand was born in 1967 and raised in Alberta. She moved to Ontario in
1992. Peterborough has been her home for more than a decade. She received a
Bachelor of Fine Arts from the University of Calgary in 1992, with a major in
drawing. Her work has been shown in Toronto and Calgary. She has produced a
number of commissioned pieces. Working in a variety of mediums, sculpture is an
important element in her work. She also produces mosaic, pen and ink, and paints
in acrylic, water-soluble oil, watercolor and encaustic. Her most recent work is a
personal exploration of mythology and dream imagery, working through the stories
we tell ourselves to find personal meaning. Recurring dream imagery plays a part
in her work, with an interest in the subconscious and what can be learned from it.
Her series telling the story of how dragons came to be looks at the possibility of
working in concert with diverse creatures for the collection of knowledge. It is a
story of personal growth and transformation through cooperation with others.
Studies of the natural world through landscape painting continue to play an
important role in balancing and grounding her work.”

www.agp.on.ca

“Jarrod Cameron was born in Montreal in 1976. Since 1991 he has lived all around
the Durham region, setting down roots in Oshawa, Whitby, Ajax and then spending
eight years in Toronto; however, it wasn’t until moving to Peterborough in 2011
that Earl O Sandwiches was born. Earl was frustrated with the dual lack of work
opportunities and lack of mental health resources, while enjoying the slower pace
and beautiful surroundings in Peterborough. Recently diagnosed with anxiety and
depression disorders, art has become a great, rewarding therapy. Lo and behold,
E.O.S. art studio was created. At 6’3” he has made the best out of an unfinished
basement with a ceiling that is on average 6ft high. Taking what he learned from
hanging out with artist Greg Schegler in Toronto, Earl began to draw, build, create
and envision pieces of his own. After receiving a gift certificate to the local art
supply store on his birthday he began to seriously enjoy his works and now would
like to share them. His works are inspired by nature, synchronicities, a variety of
subversive New-Age and his own humorous outlooks on painful truths, in other
words, everything, Earl takes the good he finds in the world and turns it into art.
He doesn’t use a computer; he sources his images and subject matter from old
books and magazines, cutting and pasting together compositions to then transfer
onto his canvases - found off-cuts of wood or parts of disassembled furniture.”
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Anne Cavanagh

Philip Chee

The Cleansing, 2011, graphite, 27 x 22.5 inches
“Anne Cavanagh is a Peterborough-area portrait/figure artist. Anne’s work centers
around the relationship and curiosities of an individual with their natural
environment (be it sand, water, maple keys, the wind). Anne’s work is often
viewed as being raw, organic and minimalist in its depiction. This rawness is in
mirror by her choice of medium. Anne’s work is most-often grey-scale and created
in ‘mediums from the earth’ (primarily graphite). Her work also includes small
amounts of colour either in the form of paint (acrylic or watercolour) or untraditional
materials, such as dried grasses and beeswax.
Anne is also known for her love of drawing children and is inspired by their
genuineness. “Children are totally involved with life, they have nothing to hide,
they are so curious-that’s what I find so compelling.” she says. She often uses her
young son as a model, observing his exploration of the world and how he is
amused by the smallest things.
Anne studied art in the United States, France and England. At the post-secondary
level, she combined her love of art and science by obtaining her BA in Pre-medical
Illustration.”

www.agp.on.ca

Canadian Gothic, January 13, 2007, digital photograph, 8 x 12 inches
“Born in Guyana in 1967 to Chinese immigrant parents, my family arrived in
Canada in 1970. The question of identity has been buried within my subconscious
from an early age as a response to racial taunting and an urge to be just
"Canadian" in an officially multicultural nation.
Beginning in October 2006 I participated in a year-long photographic self-portrait
group project on the photography-sharing social media web site Flickr. Called the
365 Days group, I took the opportunity to explore my identity in a daily self-portrait.
The works submitted represent my attempt at defining my own identity influenced
by the cultural milieu I grew up in and live today. The process of trying to stay
subjectively fresh often ended in a series of prosaic images. Yet, there were days
of modest epiphany that I applied to myself as model and subject, leading me to
believe identity is both a self-construction and a reaction to being defined by
others. In a broader context, my project raises the question of whether art can
arise from a social media pool.”
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Peer Christensen

Andy Christopher

Petunias & Green Fridge, 2011, archival inkjet print, 12 x 18 inches
Cold day, Peterborough, 2011, oil on canvas, 30 x 40 inches
“For more than 25 years, Peer Christensen has been working professionally in the
medium of oil paint. The classical technique of building up successive opaque and
transparent paint layers yields the luminosity that has come to define and
characterize Christensen's style. Christensen applies this technique effectively to
his subject matters that range from commonplace objects to urban and industrial
landscapes. This method is equally successful in his floral studies, still lifes and
atmospheric night paintings.
The artist was born in Copenhagen, Denmark, moved to Canada in 1959 and has
lived in Peterborough since 1985. Christensen studied Classical Oil Painting with
artist Anthony Thorn through the University of Victoria, British Columbia.
This work represents a selection of recent inspirations drawn from my travels,
observations and continued interest in the urban and industrial landscape.”

www.agp.on.ca

“Typically, we think of a photograph as a solitary event frozen in time with the
release of the camera’s shutter. The five photographs on the enclosed disk are
attempts to capture human activity over a span of time against a stationary
backdrop. The same person(s) may appear in the scene more than once and/or
appear with others over an extended period of time. The resulting images
represent the compression of time within a single frame thus raising the issue of
time as illusion. All subject matter has been recorded in Peterborough and
surrounding communities.”
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John Climenhage

Megan Cole

the sower is also sown, 2009-2011, one panel out of a four panel series, oil on panel, 24 x
24 inches
“I have been practicing on site paintings for over twenty years, while struggling
with various postmodern approaches to the development of abstract spaces based
on contemporary philosophy and quantum physics in the studio. I return time and
again to the landscape for both renewal and insight, finding new and subtle
connections between the act of seeing and my perception of the world. While still
maintaining traditional perspective, these paintings struggle to include by intuition,
many of the ideas I utilize in my larger abstract work. I don't prefer one line of
inquiry over the other. Each feeds into the other. By bearing witness to the world
as I perceive it, the landscapes retain an immediacy and a spontaneity which
eludes me in the studio, where revisions are possible over many painting sessions.
Outside, I work in concert with the subject, observing new combinations of line and
colour, which create spaces of meaning based on the specificity of the moment. I
aim to depict both the act of seeing, and the becoming of a world within which I am
also becoming.”

www.agp.on.ca

Marion, 2010, oil and beeswax on watercolour paper, 20 x 19.5 inches
“Megan Cole was born in South Africa in 1972, and immigrated to Canada in 1999
with her husband and children. She has degrees in Archaeology and Social
Anthropology from the University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg. She has
always created art, and is mostly self-taught. Her preferred medium is oil,
although she also enjoys working with graphite and charcoal.
Megan has a fascination with history, and her work frequently hints at lives lived.
The work included is a portrait of an ancestor, done in oil and beeswax on paper.
Megan lives in an old farmhouse in Ennismore with her husband and three
children.”
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Marianne Collins

Brad Copping

Gilding the Lily, 2005-2012, lithograph on paper, board, 61 x 46 inches
“Marianne Collins now resides in Peterborough, Ontario where she teaches art at
the Art Gallery of Peterborough and the Peterborough Museum and Archives.
As a printmaker in contemporary society, my endeavors lie in trying to combine the
traditional aspects of the medium with modern, innovative features. My
undertakings in lithography, intaglio, relief and screen printing result within the
frame as well as extending beyond, into the realms of wallpaper, uniforms and
public pieces. My desire to combine installation with my knowledge of printmaking
led to the exploration of a space with a two-dimensional medium. The quality of
printmaking: processes and technical characteristics, the concern and treatment of
prints, and the predisposed precious quality they bestow are of great interest to
me. I have chosen to confront this issue by allowing printmaking to become
slightly less precious in the form of wallpaper, while reintroducing the precious
quality with a considered pattern. The idea of preciousness is once again askew
in the deteriorating wallpaper of Gilding the Lily or the public accessibility of
Community Tree House. Although my subject matter is not always similar, as it
evolves with the concept, there is a common thread of nostalgia, personal
interaction and relationships. My art fulfills my innate desire to comment on my
surroundings and domestic environments.”

www.agp.on.ca

Raindays, 2001, mixed media, 124 x 12 x 12 cm
“I have always made work that reaffirms our ties to the natural world; that
acknowledges we are part and parcel of that world. Many of my earlier pieces
dealt with ideas of place and possession. These were attempts to understand our
place in a world where change is the only constant. While these are concerns that
I continue to deal with on a general level, the work has also become more
personal, attempting to find the balance in our lives - how we live with each other
and with the physical place we find ourselves. That balance being found in the
flow of our lives, through a dynamic equilibrium.”
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Michael Davidge

Pretty Vacancy, 2011, neon sign installation, 2 x 3 feet
“Pretty Vacancy is a text in neon that marries the Sex Pistols’ song “Pretty Vacant”
with a vacancy sign, but it is also the otherwise empty space that it illuminates,
setting the stage for monologue and gestural performance that is occasioned by
the piece. Each iteration of the Pretty Vacancy installation slightly differs from the
last, due to the conditions of its exhibition and the contingencies of time and space
that influence the extemporaneous characteristics of the monologue and
performance. The work provides an accommodating framework for the assembly
of disparate elements.
My quotation places more emphasis on the space between the Sex Pistols’ text
and mine, establishing their difference. All text contains and creates a space
between words and worlds, which the reader can inhabit, particularly in the
margins. By opening up a space for viewers to traverse, I underscore their
performative involvement with work, essentially as characters in the mise-enscene who contribute to the production of its meaning.”

www.agp.on.ca

Caroline deMooy

Reminiscence, 2011, oil on board, 54 x 60 inches
“The inspiration of my work is rooted in the world of nature which provides my
conscious and subconscious with the metaphorical stepping stones to create my
own landscapes. The work is not based on any specific idea, but rather a feeling
or thought that I have about the essence of the world around me. Depending on
the time of day, climate and seasonal conditions, my experience and my
perception, nature provides me with a symphony of information that becomes my
palette-much like notes in music. The multi-layered world, with its endless
possibilities and outcomes presents a vast riddle of visual, emotional,
psychological and spiritual information. These paintings represent the architecture
of this complex survey.
In my work, as in life, there are hundreds of decisions to be made daily.
Sometimes simple and clear, at other times complex and convoluted with a
multitude of possibilities and outcomes. Each decision has a consequence,
moving us in a particular direction. We are in a constant search for clarification.
There are moments of repose where we come to that place, allowing us to
continue on life’s idiosyncratic journey. With paint I present the physical essence
of this metaphysical conundrum. I ask myself “How much information do I need to
represent this place?” before the viewer’s subconscious picks up on its
fundamental nature. It is not a question. There are no definitive answers. It is a
feeling, presented in layers. The more you look the more you will see.”
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Henry Fernandes

Patrick Fitzgerald

In Ardy’s Kitchen, 2009, oil on masonite, 48 x 24 inches

Bugologist, 2000, acrylic on canvas, 24 x 18 inches
“Henry Fernandes is an accomplished animation designer and illustrator. He has
worked in advertising and publishing, as well as being co-owner of an animation
company in New York City. For ten years he wrote, designed and produced
animated spots for “Sesame Street” and “The Electric co.”. His work in animation
won him “The Golden Lion” award at the Cannes Film Festival, and one of his
animated film spots is part of the film library at the Museum of Modern Art in New
York.
Fernandes was born and grew up in the area of Manhattan known as Spanish
Harlem where, early on, he became a quiet observer. In the 1970s, Toronto
advertising agencies still turned to New York for animation production. Thus
began a connection which led Henry to discover Southern Ontario. He moved to
Toronto in 1974 with his young family and soon thereafter found the property on
Buckhorn Lake where they now live.
In 1990, while working out of his lakefront studio, Henry turned his talents towards
painting, influenced by the colour of Van Gogh and the strong sense of design of
Thomas Hart Benton. Henry’s paintings are often like single-image Aesop’s
fables: animals, objects, people and places stand for themselves, but also for the
environment and human conditions. Sometimes serious, sometimes with a quiet
joy, his paintings tell the story of his personal experiences as both an adult and a
child.
It’s Henry’s world…and, as he says, “it keeps me sane”.”
www.agp.on.ca

“My paintings focus on abstract compositions in realistic contexts. I’m drawn to an
earth-toned palette, paint from life, and am equally influenced by my naturalistic
rural upbringing, and more modern urban experiences. Subjects include
landscapes, portraits and still-life oil paintings, watercolours and pencil sketches.
Over his 92 years, my best friend Ardy has collected a lot of belongings, so this
painting became an exercise in taking things away, to capture the most interesting,
and composition-driven elements of his surroundings. I paint from life in my
endeavour to capture the essence of a subject’s beauty through his innate
imperfections and details.”
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Corin Ford Forrester

Stephanie Ford Forrester

Silent Grey Sentinels, 2011, Silks and cotton batiks hand appliqued (stretcher mounted), 60
x 30 inches

In Harmony, 2008, composite photograph, 12 x 18 inches
“I am an emerging photographic artist with a background in Science (Bsc.
University of Guelph 1999). In 2006 I studied traditional black and white
photography at the Haliburton School of the Arts where I received the highest
standing in the Sir Sanford Fleming College Photo Arts program. Since that time
I’ve exhibited and sold my work in numerous art festivals and galleries in the
Kawarthas, where I’m based, and in Ottawa and Toronto. My images have been
published in Canadian Geographic Magazine and in the Canadian Journal of
Midwifery. In November of 2009 my photograph (Legacy III) was awarded the
grand prize in the environmental photography exhibition at the Colorado
Environmental Film Festival. I now use digital photography techniques to blend
black and white images of the human form with landscapes, both natural and
manmade. My creations explore the tremendous impact that human beings have
on the planet, as well our connection to the natural world. The integration of the
human body with a deeply rooted tree, for example, is a metaphor for that
connection. Where I’ve juxtaposed the feminine form with industrial imagery,
Mother Earth bears the burden of the ingenuity and the greed of human kind. As
viewers discover the unexpected forms in each landscape photograph, I hope that
they will be ready to connect on a more emotional level with environmental issues
that they already comprehend intellectually. When we feel deeply, we will act.”
www.agp.on.ca

“Since returning full time to the art world in 1999, the visual experiences
accumulated over years of travel, building, family, work, teaching and all the other
wonderful and varied influences in one’s life are now being explored with renewed
energy.
I was blessed with a childhood spent on both coasts and the interior of this
country, supportive parents who encouraged art, music and science and many
wonderful opportunities to develop visual sensitivity in my growing years. As an
adult, early travels in Europe, Afghanistan, India, unusual living experiences,
hands-on log house reclamation projects, work in the museum field and an abiding
love of the natural world have all combined to lead me forward in my work.
Working by hand almost exclusively in raw silks and batiks is, for me, the way to
obtain the luminous and richly textured effects present in my work. The immediacy
and very personal quality of the hand work is a crucial part of the creative process,
reflecting, for me, that same process in nature.”
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Diane Jo Forest

Paolo Fortin

fireskin, 2011, mixed media collage, 36 x 19 inches
“I was born in Vancouver, B.C., and grew up in Gibsons, B.C. I took Fine Arts at
the University of Victoria, and went to the Kootenay School of Art in Nelson, B.C. I
also went to O.C.A briefly. I did stained glass for many years, teaching at the Arts
Resource Center in Oshawa for 7 years. I have exhibited at the Station Gallery in
Whitby, and the Robert McLaughlin Gallery in Oshawa. I won Best in Show for a
collage titled “Sacrifice” at the annual juried show in 2010. I also had two pieces,
“The Steam Cage”, and “Shrine” at the Lindsay Gallery in 2011.
My work is about memory and time, although my friends say I write about death.
The poetry is inspired by dream imagery and logic, surreal, but emotionally true.
Dreams say something about skewed logic and wishful thinking. There's an
obsessional pursuit of something that doesn't make any sense, just like art. My
dreamers keep trying to cure an internal problem with an external solution, which
people keep doing over and over again, although it never works. The poems
should be sung, and the images should be a movie. Does anyone have Tim
Burton's phone number?
My mother was a collage artist who studied at O.C.A. Our house was always full
of art. I sign my work mt forest for no apparent reason. My husband and I moved
to Glenarm in August 2010.”

Wires, 2007, oil on paper, 74 x 62 inches
“My life over the past number of years has involved travels related to the struggle
of working as an artist in today's current state. I have had the extraordinary
opportunity to spend the last seven years based in Inuvik, NT, located in Canada's
western arctic. Although an exciting experience, this isolated region of Canada,
with a lack of contemporary artistic practices, led to an existence based on travel
to and from cultural centres in southern Canada, Europe and the US. The long
distances of travel is the root of my paintings. Images, scenes, and landscapes
inundate my vision and begin to overlap, collage and fade out of existence as one
moves constantly throughout different regions. It is hard to grasp the constant flux
of images that pass through one's mind while in this state of movement. All that is
left is the visual residue for one to cling to and this is how I construct my paintings.
Based on gut reactions, memories, and nostalgia for places, people, and
landscapes, the paintings develop from photographs that I have taken during this
period of travel. Once presented as a group, the paintings tell a broken, tired,
dreamlike narrative of feelings. I am interested in this optical residue that is left of
these images. They are thin, dreamlike representations - ghostlike in their
presence and hard to hold on to, and understand.
Born in Peterborough, Paolo currently maintains studios in both Inuvik, NT and
Peterborough, ON.”

www.agp.on.ca
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Greg Gibbons

Daniel Glassford

Love in Decay 1, 2011, acrylic on wood, 35.5 x 35.5 cm
Evening on Baptiste Lake, July 2011, oil on canvas, 16 x 20 inches
“Greg Gibbons has lived in several cities across the world, as an animation
background painter. He transitioned into live action visual effects and matte
painting in 2007. He earned his credentials studying Classical Animation at
Sheridan College in Oakville, Ontario, graduating with high honors in 1982.
Greg Gibbons has painted on numerous television series and several feature films.
In the early days, all the background painting was done using tradition mediums,
including watercolor, gouache and acrylics. By the turn of the millennium, digital
painting had replaced the tradition methods. In 2003, Mr. Gibbons decided to
return to Canada. Among some of the credits Gibbons has earned in the course of
his career are: The Iron Giant, Spirit: Stallion of the Cimarron, and The Watchmen.
After the economic downturn in 2009 and a long career in the many forms of
painting for film, Mr. Gibbons decided to return to tradition painting, using oils and
acrylics. He has concentrated his efforts on the vast and varied landscapes of
central Ontario, where there is constant inspiration to stir his imagination.
Greg Gibbons lives with his family in Peterborough, Ontario.”

www.agp.on.ca

“Daniel Glassford is a Canadian visual artist born and raised within the Kawarthas
working primarily within painting and video/installation. He has a BFA from the
University of Lethbridge, Alberta and a three-year Fine Art Diploma from
Fanshawe College, London, Ontario. He has worked as part of The Black Cat
Collaborative (a collaboration with the artist Michelle McGeean). He has exhibited
both nationally and internationally.
Love In Decay is a series of paintings dealing with the idea of love and decay both
in our attachment to objects and to people. Love is a human ideal and decay is
the reality. We must accept that all things can succumb to entropy and decay, but
in the process we can find beauty. This idea stems from that state of limbo, that
transference from one emotional and mental state to another. In some cases the
indefinable human soul that holds our own collective human experience. The
paintings are created through process of building up layers and then wet sanding
them down. There are 45 layers in total; these layers are derived from the
mimicking of decaying matter such as wood, concrete, metal, etc. Along with
cropped images taken from photographs in which I have a personal and emotional
attachment. The final result is meant to invoke an emotional response in which the
viewer must draw upon their own collective human experience.”
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Rose Gordon

Bec Groves

Stella & Fawks, 2010, hand embroidery, 16 x 20 inches
3 White Blooms, 2011, acrylic, 21 x 23 inches
“I believe that there is a great similarity between writers and artists. Both start with
a blank sheet of paper or canvas. What emerges can be a duplication of their
surroundings or an image from their own imagination. As an artist I tend to favour
the imaginative approach because to my mind a painting should be that of the
individual artist. For this reason I am attracted to abstract art. An abstract is not a
copy of natural surroundings but a creation of the individual artist. This is not to
say that I am not influenced by form or depth of colour but subjectively they are
processed in my mind; before flowing from my brush to canvas. Painting abstracts
is a journey of discovery, exciting because one is never quite sure where the
journey will end. That is to say if I am not satisfied a work will be discarded or
painted over. In the same way a writer will crumple a piece of paper if not satisfied
with the work. When it comes to technique I favour broad strokes and often use a
pallet knife or unorthodox tools. I do not work to a routine. There has to be a
spark in my imagination to want me to paint. For that reason when I paint it is an
act of spontaneity. Along with abstract works, I do a rare landscape and I have
been influenced by Manet’s last still life paintings. Here again my still life paintings
are imaginative.”

www.agp.on.ca

“This work is a series of sewn illustrations, focusing on portraits that materialize
from simple moments and create a narrative for the viewer. The series will be
influenced by relationships and strives to capture the essence of emotional
connections that exist between people. The proposed pieces will invite the viewer
to connect with the sentiment of the subject and the nature of the characters.
The act of embroidering is slow and as each stitch is deliberate it inspires
thoughtfulness – the process brings out attention to detail and creates unique
movements in the work. Embroidery, with its restrictions, allows me to design and
construct these moments in a way that is different from any other medium and
creates a work that is both wonderful and strange. The elements of colour, texture
and patterns are utilized to interpret characters and moments in time. Through
this, a new life is found in reclaimed material, and is often the inspiration of a
particular piece.
Combining traditional embroidery techniques with contemporary subject matter my
work is part of the revival of this medium, and is a tribute to embroidery’s strong
and diverse history.”
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Christy Haldane

Toni Hamel

Lift Lock, 2011, glass and steel, 21 x 46 x 16 inches
“After majoring in glass at Sheridan College in Oakville, Ontario, Christy Haldane
studied for a semester at the Canberra School of Art in Australia. It was in
Australia that Haldane began to incorporate reclaimed window glass as a constant
in her sculptures. She continues to explore the versatility of glass as a material in
her studio in Lakefield, Ontario as she prepares for upcoming group and solo
exhibitions. Her most recent series, The Waterway Project, is a series of
sculptures inspired by the Trent Severn Waterway. The project began with an
outdoor installation shown at the Lift Lock Visitors Centre in Peterborough, Ontario
during Artsweek 2010. This was followed by a gallery exhibition in the summer of
2011 at the Art Gallery of Peterborough. Ten wall mounted sculptures were
exhibited, each referencing the Waterway. “Haldane’s body of work is situated at
an intersection of art, craft and architecture. Concrete and steel echo the materials
of the locks themselves, which come to represent control and containment of the
environment, while the transparency, fluidity, and bluish hue of water are
suggested in the glass. Monuments of human engineering, Haldane’s work
simultaneously points to the ongoing erosion from the elements that the locks face,
reflecting the passage of time and the subtle power of the water.” - Carla Garnet Curator, Art Gallery of Peterborough
The Waterway Project will continue into the summer of 2012 with the production of
five outdoor installations that will be installed at locks 22 - 26 between
Peterborough and Lakefield, Ontario.”
www.agp.on.ca

The Branding, 2010, graphite and ink on paper, 50 x 70 cm
“I am a story-teller at heart. As an artist, I have invested myself with the role of
social commentator, trying to expose the underlying truths in commonly upheld
views and beliefs characteristic of our culture.
My work may be interpreted as an illustrated commentary on human frailties or
aspirations. Although representational in nature, the realities I choose to represent
are not those belonging to the physical realm, but those lurking in the collective
psyche. No topic is too sacred: from religion to history, the environment and social
norms, my narratives make reference to our psychological traits and behavioural
tendencies - the virtues and the vices, the holy and the profane, the good and the
bad. The imagery laid on the visual plane works simply as a support structure for
the underlying message I need to convey. Moreover, the juxtaposition of words
and imagery invites the viewer to infer multiple alternative meanings, and to assign
to each piece a very personal interpretation, thus expanding even further the
scope of my original intention. The conceptual framework of my practise leads me
to work across media - drawing, painting, sculpture and installation - executed with
both traditional and non-traditional materials.”
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Barbara Hawthorn

Angela Hennessey

The Dance, September 2010, acrylic media on canvas, 20 x 16 inches
“My work is experimental and open-ended; as the piece develops it takes its own
direction. For me, art is created in that interplay between the work, the artist, and
the viewer. The mixed media works I create are intimate and dynamic addressing
issues of identity, family history and relationships. In exploring acrylics, I’ve
developed abstract paintings with a bold sense of colour that are distinctive and
unique; described as: "....lovely and provocative", and "....so beautiful, the colours
so rich....it made my teeth ache, in a good way." These pieces focus on the
natural world and reflect the idea of ‘journey’. We each have our path or journey
in life; these works invite the viewer to share in my journey and reflect on their
own. In creating vibrant and richly textured works my intention is to provide a
space for people to connect with the work on their own terms and determine what
the work represents to them. I apply many, many layers of paint, inks, and acrylic
mediums and often remove layers as well. With each application something new
is created, something new is revealed. Some works have up to 40 applications of
material creating a depth in which it is easy to lose oneself; moving out and away
from the present and into the mystery of what it means to be human and how we
relate to the natural world.”

www.agp.on.ca

Thomas, 2009, acrylic, 24 x 24 inches
“Angela was born in Germany and immigrated to Toronto in 1955. Having always
engaged in creative pursuits, in 2001 she began to explore painting.
Predominantly self-taught, and much attracted to the works of Tom Thomson and
the Impressionists, she enthusiastically embraces vivid colours in her own work.
Using a variety of paints, tools, inks and printing techniques, Angela continues to
learn with expert instructors, participating in workshops each year. She has
earned many awards at juried shows and is an elected member of the Society of
Canadian Artists and active in many arts organizations.
Her work is found in North America and Europe.”
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David Hickey

Jennifer Hiscox

Deer Island, 2011, oil, 38 x 16 inches
“In 1978, I moved to Rhode Island to develop an art program that provided
opportunities for developmentally delayed artists to create and exhibit their art
work alongside established community based artists. In 2004, I moved back to
Peterborough to concentrate on my art as a professional career and since 2007, I
have relied upon the sale of my art as my primary source of income.
Predominately a self-taught artist, I have participated in numerous art workshops
throughout my career. My goal as an artist is twofold; a) to continue to develop my
artistic abilities and skills, b) to increase my artistic recognition throughout our
region.
The paintings I have submitted come from my “Shoreline” series. I have an
inherent interest in the way color, line, and form work together to evoke feelings of
serenity and spirituality. My work is influenced by my enjoyment of the natural
landscape found throughout this area.”

www.agp.on.ca

Dandelion Clocks, 2009, oil on canvas, 36 x 48 inches
“I began concentrating on making visual art while still in high school. After three
years at the Ontario College of Art, my study continued with apprenticeship to the
Polish tapestry weaver Tamara Jawarska. I concentrated for many years on textile
art and illustration, then returned to university to study oil painting, receiving a
Bachelor of Fine Art from Nova Scotia College of Art and Design in 1996. Since
then I work mainly in oil, with frequent forays and references to other media,
especially textiles and watercolour. Paintings are sometimes cut apart and
collaged together with stitching and embellishment, sometimes images are painted
together suggesting a collage or patchwork. Images are representational but their
abstract qualities, juiciness of paint and colour, and expression take precedence
over naturalism. Public collectors include Grace Maternity Hospital and QEII
Health Sciences Centre in Halifax. Solo and group exhibitions include Art Gallery
of Nova Scotia, Gallery 78, Fredericton, and Trias Gallery, Toronto. In southern
Ontario, it's hard to miss what bountiful landscapes we have, and on the other
hand how they are being eaten away by housing. I make paintings showing locally
grown food, either while growing or after harvest. Also documenting the fields
turning into construction sites and then cookie-cutter subdivisions or monster
homes. In this collection I have included a hay field I drove past every day, and
painted in all seasons and weather. So far it has escaped development, but when
it falls I will document it.”
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Claire Hogenkamp

Alex Jack

Rivers to the Sea – Diptych, 2010, mixed media on paper, 20 x 34 inches

Nesting Fossil, 2011, glazed porcelain, 8 x 7 x 7.5 inches
“When an artist stops exhibiting, is she no longer an artist? If nobody is looking
does art cease to exist? That is like the Zen question “if a tree falls in the woods
and nobody is there, does it make a sound?”.
I lived a long and multi-faceted life in Montreal, New York, Toronto and
Peterborough as a teacher, documentary filmmaker, civil servant and artist. I’m
retired from all but traditional painting, sculpting, and most recently, painting on
iPad.
The sculpture series Midden Art, came from my interest in Archaeology. All the
broken crockery of life can be found in the garbage. Whole civilizations can be
traced through studying the detritus of nature and mankind.
I have been a champion of the Arts and an advocate for more Arts funding but now
it’s my time. There are some sculptures I need to finish and more paintings to do.
I’m over seventy and time is not on my side. I need to open up my quiet world and
let people see my creative process, perhaps exhibiting again, will shed some light
on my own Zen question. “If an old woman paints and sculpts in solitude all her life
is she an artist?”.”

www.agp.on.ca

“I was born in Toronto and studied art there at the Three Schools of Art, and
Central Technical School. In 1990 I moved to rural eastern Ontario to allow for
more time to work on my art. I have shown in group and solo shows since the mid
1980’s. These shows have taken place in Toronto, Kingston and central Ontario.
I work primarily with landscape, painting and drawing in the landscape, as well as
in the studio. When working outside my focus is to get at the experience of being
in the landscape – to get at the ongoing relentless push of nature. I’m not trying to
come up with a description of the landscape, but find, in painting, equivalents for it.
The paintings and drawings result from engagement with these attempts and not
from any predetermination of what they should look like.
Some of the studio work is developed from the outdoor work, expanding on the
ideas, themes and motifs first noted in the smaller paintings and drawings.
Another approach to the landscape involves developing pieces in the studio that
bear more on imagining the landscape, and extrapolate from the experience of
being in the landscape. These become works of memory and association that
strongly rely on the motif of mapping and its attributes – orientation, location and
placement.”
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Dwayne James

Kellie Jobson

Helen on the Rocks of the Dumoine, 2007, watercolour, ink, pencil, 20.5 x 11 inches
“Watercolour artist Dwayne James lives in Peterborough, Ontario where he paints
as often as he can, that is when he's not spending time with his teenaged
daughter, young twin boys, and wife Sarah.
Dwayne studied archaeology in University, and as a result learned how to write
creatively. "The most important skill I learned in University," he says, "was the
ability to pretentiously write about myself in the third person."
With no formal art training, Dwayne has always preferred the self-guided,
experimental approach. In fact, he taught himself how to illustrate archaeological
artifacts while completing his Master's degree at Trent University. Said his thesis
supervisor at the time: "There might not be much in the way of coherent theoretical
content in Dwayne's thesis, but damn, it looks pretty!"
Dwayne had played with watercolours a little in his life, but it has only been in the
last few years that he truly began to experiment and develop his style. An avid
paddler and wilderness nut, it's natural that most of Dwayne's paintings should
reflect this passion.
After spending close to a decade as a technical communicator at IBM, Dwayne
opted to look at their Jan. 2009 decision to downsize him as an opportunity to
become a stay-at-home Dad for his young twins, and pursue his painting and
creative writing whenever they allow him to do so. It is a decision that continues to
make him giggle with wild abandon to this very day.”

www.agp.on.ca

Extravaganza, 2011, acrylic & gold leaf on canvas, 36 x 36 inches
“I am an Artist who loves to paint. When I’m painting time disappears, and the
wonderful feeling of watching a canvas come alive is very exciting and is what
drives me. I’ve always had a passion for vibrant, rich colour and dynamic pattern.
These two things inspire my creativity, and painting beautiful flowers in particular
frees that creative spirit.
My work doesn’t have any deep hidden meaning; the viewer brings their own
meaning. I believe the purpose of my paintings is to give pleasure, if only for a
moment. During one of my shows a man came up to me and with a smile said
“Your paintings remind me of my Grandmother’s Chintz curtains”. Hearing a
compliment like that makes me very happy.
The flower is such a universal symbol. We greet, celebrate, congratulate,
sympathize, we offer as a feeling of gratitude and we even decorate with them. For
me they offer their beauty so I can express my excitement in painting them, so that
ultimately I can share that with you, the viewer.”
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Anne-Marie Kornachuk

Robert Laidman

Wounded, 2009, photo etching, 12 x 10 inches

Leaving Eden: Vertigo, 2010, oil and gold leaf on wood, 48 x 48 inches
“This work is from the series called Leaving Eden. In this series I am using the
story of Original Sin as a point of departure. My interest in this story focuses
around the figure of Eve, her actions, and what I imagine her emotional responses
to the consequences that follow might have been. I look at Eve as an “everyman”
character; as a representative of the experience of being human. I intend the
paintings of horses to depict Eve’s varied emotional reactions, as if these gestures
are illustrations of Eve’s internal world of feelings and urges. I have painted the
images on gold leaf, making reference to religious manuscripts and illuminations.”

www.agp.on.ca

“What I try to portray in my art are the things that we take for granted day to day. I
like to show the natural, untouched, undisturbed beauty of our landscapes, its
organic surfaces and the environment surrounding them. I want to show the
spontaneous formations that create our landscapes, whether in the land and
water, the atmosphere, the flora, or all of them together. Even though nature
seems very simple at times, it is to me, far more complex than you realize. It is the
most peaceful and interesting subject for me to create from. It gives me a feeling
of serenity that in a lot of cases is indescribable, and that’s why I love it. It always
leaves me satisfied but also always wanting more, it’s an ongoing mystery and
investigation of my life, my contemplation, and my reflection.”
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Jane LowBeer

Paul Markewitz

Blue Jay Visiting, 2005, watercolour & guache, 9 x 16 inches
Inventory 1, 2010, monotype, 35 x 41 inches
“For the last few years I am using Still Life as my subject, specifically the
ubiquitous objects around my home. I feel that Still Life, in spite or because of its
focus on intimacy, also brings to awareness the complexity of human experience.
In the Inventory series the starting point was the desire to know and describe the
various articles. Most recently I am interested in the visual possibilities of
describing their world in the disarray of my studio with colour and without.
Monotypes have been my chosen medium. In part because of the quality of colour
created by the layers of ink when rolled through the press. I draw from life using
water based crayons and oil based inks.”

www.agp.on.ca

“A long-time resident of Peterborough and the Kawarthas, Paul Markewitz
presently has his studio located in the City of Peterborough. Always sketching and
drawing when he was younger, he started professionally working as an artist about
twenty years ago. He enjoys working in many mediums but specializes in acrylic
and oils, most subjects being landscapes, wildlife and portraits. He works from
photos, on site, and uses his memory for the mood he wishes to convey. Paul has
a unique method with acrylics creating a layered effect that shows dimensions and
texture. “I try to paint and draw nature the way I see it, to share wonderful subjects
worth seeing and being noticed.” Beside the use of his natural ability, Paul has
taken courses, training, and classes to further his talent. He has taken a course at
Sheridan College in illustration and Haliburton School of Fine Art in acrylic.
Classes with Robert Milner in perspective, Anne-Marie Kornachuck in oils, Michael
Dumas and Cossar in Watercolours and Edwin Matthews in acrylic and
watercolour landscape. Paul has many pieces hanging on local walls throughout
the Kawarthas, private purchases and commissions, and also proudly has a
storybook with his illustrations. He has taught at the Buckhorn School of Fine Art
in perspective drawing and has given private lessons in watercolour. He is
recognized at the Buckhorn Art Festival for many years for his volunteer work and
his entries of pieces, winning first place in most categories.”
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Judith Mason

Ray McGirl

IMG 10-from the “Lurking Beneath the Surface” series, 2010, acrylic on canvas, 3 x 3 feet

Inside Out, 2010, acrylic, 30 x 44 inches

“For the past decade Judith Mason has discovered the joy and pleasure of paint.
Working intuitively on the surface of the painting, forms begin to appear with each
application of paint. Colours are continuously worked and reworked. Some
forms are submerged under each consecutive layer, while others are carried
forward appearing in the paintings next iteration. As the layers build the distinction
between colour and form blurs. The feeling life mixes with that of the mind.
Images emerge as subconscious texts, revealing incidents of disintegration,
breakdown and loss. Bits of matter float through spatial registers not dependent
on boundaries yet somehow able to mark a location. Memory drifts here and
there, submerged beneath the flow of thought, time and trauma. A practicing artist
and art educator, Judith Mason holds a BA in Cultural Studies, a BA in Education
and is currently completing an MA in Art Theory. In conjunction with her academic
work, Mason has spent many years teaching art classes and workshops to
children and adults. Additionally, she has studied textiles, ceramics,
drawing, printmaking, sculpture, photography and has been involved in curatorial
practice. Painting has become her most recent concern.”

“Lately I have been working on abstract paintings using acrylic paints. I view these
paintings as ‘signs’. There are many kinds of signs, from sign language to road
signs. They communicate some form of information or instruction. Road signs
signal a requirement for some kind of awareness, sensitivity, alertness or
response, such as ‘STOP” or warning of an upcoming bend in the road. These
signs are all similar, consistent, immediately recognizable and understandable.

www.agp.on.ca

Abstract paintings, on the other hand, are ‘unknown signs’ or ‘mystery signs’.
They do not have a consistent form or image or message, nor a correct
interpretation or response. They are very open-ended and inclusive, and, as such,
require extensive visual engagement, exploration, reflection/contemplation, and,
unlike road signs, can change in effect over time or due to repeated ‘readings’.
Each individual should, therefore, read these signs by and for oneself, decipher,
discover, intuit and enjoy. I endeavour to produce artwork that provides a field of
visual stimuli that is complex, rich and evocative of multi-layered meanings.”
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Catherine McIntosh Jeffery

Mary McLoughlin

White Peony, 2009, oil on canvas, 30 x 45 inches

Lost Children, 2006, ink & graphite on paper, 29 x 39 inches
“My work is a visual diary. My selection of subject matter reflects the issues I find
most pressing. It is both political and personal in nature.
Most of the pieces that I am submitting to the AGP Triennial have a strong political
edge, ‘Lost Children’ was part of an exhibition dealing with HIV/AIDS in Africa; the
eraser dots representing all the deaths occurring on a single day, obscuring the
graphite image of the children underneath.”

www.agp.on.ca

“Mary McLoughlin graduated from the University of Toronto in 1973 with a
Bachelor of Fine Art, returning in 2002 to complete a Bachelor of Education. Over
the last 20 years she has taught art full time at Havergal College in Toronto,
Design, Colour, and Painting courses at Fleming College in Peterborough, and
Freeing the Creative Spirit courses at the Haliburton School of the Arts. She had a
solo show at the Russell Gallery in 1999, and has participated in numerous group
shows in Toronto, Peterborough and Haliburton. For the past 5 years Mary has
participated in the annual AGP Studio Tour and has been exhibiting a new solo
show every year at the Parkhill on Hunter restaurant. Mary currently paints full time
in a large studio on the second floor at 129 ½ Hunter Street. She is preparing for a
solo show at the Art Gallery of Peterborough scheduled for June 29 to September
2, 2012.”
“My current oil paintings are large close-up images of flowers. My camera and I
become intimately connected to those flowers, exploring every angle and
relationship with their environment. The studies have become slow, quiet
meditations on the cycles of growth. But it is also about finding the beauty of
design in disciplined micro-observation of living things. When I get in that close,
those delicate but powerful curvilinear forms connect me to my womanhood, to the
earth, and to the power of regeneration.”
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Rod Mireau

Patrick Moore

Iqaluit Suite II: Seeing In The Night, 2011, inverse digital enlargement of ink drawing on
paper mounted on board, 11.75 x 39 inches
“I arrived in Iqaluit, Canada’s most northern capital city, during a blizzard in the
early spring of 2011. Isolated on the shores of Frobisher Bay, it is surrounded by a
vast expanse of sky and snow and ice. The first sighting left a profound
impression on me. It seemed so fragile: there and yet hardly there at all, a defiant
cluster of half-buried scattered buildings and dwellings that trembled on the verge
of complete erasure.
The physical journey inevitably prompted a parallel personal journey into
elementary questions of meaning and identity. Who am I? What am I doing here?
I wrestled with a palpable sense of aloneness. Trying to express this feeling, I was
inspired to use the simplest means possible. I drew portraits of the city using pen
and ink on plain white paper. It seemed fitting for a city that by day seemed so
blindingly bright and white, and by night so completely dark and black.

Winding Chords, 2008, pine, steel, 38 x 38 x 5 inches
"When I look at photos of early attempts at aviation, I find those fantastical
machines that didn't fly the most interesting; imaginative and naïve in design, their
snake-oil salesman brand of engineering ensured these machines were doomed to
fail. Yet, I can't help but wonder about all of the little bits and not so small parts, so
optimistically and delicately crafted with loving hands. These parts standing alone
would surely look a little lost, but when created with such deliberateness of form,
they signify for the viewer, the knowledge that there must be a particular use for
such an object, even if one isn't quite sure what that purpose may be. My aim is to
create sculptures that represent those lost parts and pieces, without being so
specific as to recreate an object that could be located in a certain time or place.
Rather, I wish to build forms on the edge of recognition, forms that conjure a space
between fact and fiction, past and present.”

www.agp.on.ca

It’s a place of opposites: a remote outpost with an intensely active social life, the
still and fathomless land protected and sustained by a challenging climate. I found
it to be both a troubling and magical place. These vivid contradictions found further
expression in printed enlargements of the original drawings, which I then printed
again in negative.
I experienced Iqaluit in the company of Martha Burns and Paula Wing. They are
amazing women and gifted educators. I dedicate the drawings of the Iqaluit Suite
to them and to the Inuit children that I had the privilege to meet.”
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Lesa Moriarity

Gordon Murray

OneLake, 2005-09, installation: oil and acrylic on canvas, 3 plastic containers, 48 x 48 x 48
inches
“As a teacher for two years in the subarctic (James Bay west coast), who happens
to be an artist, I transported personal goods to and from the community like the
locals in plastic containers and by small plane. The dozens of paintings that make
up One Lake, 2005-2009, are packed the same way, but in transparent containers.
The paintings reference the Group of 7 paintings, the lakes, forests, and Canadian
shield rock outcrops of Southern Ontario. Indeed, the lake in the laser printed
photographs is in the area a member of the Group of 7 travelled through and made
sketches from for one or two summers in the 1930s. Over time I found out that my
ancestors lived in the area, who moved from oppressions in Germany and Ireland
in the 1870s. Some families still farm and work there, as well as the cottage my
immediate family has on one lake. The impasto brushstroke and palette is also a
reference to modern abstraction in Canada at the time, however, it is isolated on
individual paintings in my work. The many brushstrokes make up one. Transience
is inherent to One Lake, 2005-2009. The mediums of painting and photography
came together in my art practice and studies in Vancouver in the late 90s, but
reference my home province of Ontario and explore painting traditions and art
history. Temporal differences meet as do media and subject matter that ought to
be of interest for contemplation by the public in Durham Region, Southern
Ontario.”
www.agp.on.ca

Wolf, 2010, bronze, 3 x 7 inches
“Gordon Taylor Murray is a graduate of Sheridan College (1974 Technical
Animation) and the Ontario College of Art. A medical artist at the Institute of
Medical Technology (1974-1981). Painter of Toronto landscapes in pen and ink,
watercolours and oils. He has paintings in many corporation offices from Brazil to
the Vatican. An instructor in drawing and watercolours at the high school level and
animation at Seneca College. In the nineties, he began to work in sculpture
design and worked in pewter. (these designs were of a Celtic and historical
nature, rings, pendants, broaches, and figures). Started a company “Designs By
Gordon”. Presently casting in bronze.
This work depicts the Arctic wolf alerted to his approaching prey.”
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Rob Niezen

Kelly O’Neill

Raven and Red Dress, June 2010, mixed media, 29 x 36 cm, shadow boxed
No Entry, 2009, oil on canvas, 24 x 24 inches
“Rob Niezen paints mostly in oils. He studied at Vrije Akademies in The Hague
and Delft, the Netherlands, and the Art School of Peterborough, Canada. He has
participated in numerous juried exhibitions and the 2010 and 2011 Annual
Kawartha Autumn Studio Tour. His work is in collections in Canada, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, United Kingdom and United States. Rob Niezen lives
and works in Indian River, Ontario, Canada.
My urban nightscapes show my fascination with the artificial dream world created
by neon and traffic lights. The compositions in oil on canvas borrow from the
randomly scattered light plays I find in the city: the patterns, the juxtapositions, the
blending, the subtle and the bright. The reflections of wet surfaces on rainy nights
make the colours explode, emphasizing our theatrical surroundings. It’s a world we
seek to escape from the harsh light of reality: real, and at the same time surreal. It
engulfs us, and at the same time it leaves us with mysteries.”

www.agp.on.ca

“My work responds to dreams, nightmares, and the sense of inner
conflict. Looking for raw immediacy to mirror my pursuit of the unfolding emotional
tale, I work from a primal place paring down my marks to a minimum. Evoking a
connection to a common collective memory, these images represent part of a
larger body of work, Vestiges, an ongoing three-year project. The feeling of the
loss of innocence before the words are there to name it, this is the moment I want
to express in my work. My aim is to hint at the hidden while allowing it to remain
hidden - to create a sense of the familiar and of discomfort at the same time. This
work references time and innocence - the feeling that although they pass, their
residue continues in us all. I combine pastels, acrylics, textiles, charcoal and
collage on paper or canvas. The collaged elements come from my own
expressive gestures which I tear apart and re-use to explore the emotion/idea to
which I am responding. Pieces from this body of work have been included in the
touring exhibition “We Made a Deal with the Devil” Project 165/Me Thinks
Presents. Some were exhibited at the Japanese Paper Place’s show “The
Presence of the Void” in Toronto, and as part of “Drawn” at the Pendulum Gallery
in Vancouver.”
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David Parson

Michael Poulton

Medley, 2008, oil on canvas, 26 x 36 inches

Garden of Earthly Delights, 2010, mixed media, 910 x 380 mm

“David's modes of expression are subject only to
the limitless scope of his imagination.
Diversity is his strength, in style, subject matter and approach.
His affinity for capturing the essence of light in his paintings
reveal the basis for being acclaimed as a "painter of light".
"The process of creating is what sustains me,
what connects me to my authentic self.
The finished piece is a signpost of where I have been with the potential to inspire.
The love of art is what breathes life into the doer.
With divinity we grow... To grace we aspire... In love we cherish the day."

www.agp.on.ca

“This work reflects my interest in abstraction and symbolism. It is part of a series
of 100 works, utilizing the symbol of the arrow, shown at the Arcturus Gallery,
Toronto 2009.
To me the arrow represents something constant, in an ever changing world. That
constant being, that nothing stays still, everything is in flux. Much of this series
used utilized old maps, manuscripts and prints as background imagery for the
arrows which were painted in acrylic. A form of cultural graffiti, raising issues of
appropriation as well as desecration, but suggesting that the Arrow has a past in
its constancy. An ever present quality.”
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Dionne Powlenzuk

You’re Soaking It In, 2011, oil on canvas, 24 x 24 inches
“My creative spark was ignited at Bowmanville High School. My formal education
continued in the arts where I received a Bachelor of Art from the University of
Guelph and a Bachelor of Fine Art from the Nova Scotia College of Art and
Design. I have had many adventures traveling internationally; collecting stories
and experiences. My wanderings have led me full circle, as I am now living and
working in my home town of Bowmanville. My work is in response to and critiques
this pervasive use of the female form which commodifies our sense of self.
Highlighted inadequacies force fed to the consumer plays on insecurities, and
creates a fracturing in how one sees themselves, constantly in a state of flux
between viewer and the viewed, this shift from subject to object results in selfalienation. I attempt to subvert the representation of this mass produced ideal, by
using sequential imagery, text, and my own image. It is my goal to push the
boundaries of identity. My recent paintings focus on a dialogue between self and
self. The scale and cropping of each image creates an intimacy between the
viewer and the image. The raw application of the paint reinforces the visceral
expression worn by each portrait. Each painting is titled with a slogan or brand
“tag line” from popular beauty products, when paired with the undisguised visage
the meaning shifts and forces the branding to become something other than a
slogan, it becomes something tangible.”
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Susan Rankin

Glass Forest, Winter, 2011, Hand formed glass, steel, poly pipe, 8 columns range from 6 to
9 feet tall
“Susan Rankin lives and works from her home in Apsley, Ontario. She graduated
with honors from Sheridan College in 1989 and received a three year artist in
residency at the Harbourfront Centre glass studio in Toronto from ’89-‘91 and a
short term residency in ‘06. She has studied glass at the Pilchuck Glass School,
Haystack School of Craft and Penland School of Craft in the U.S. In her 24-year
career as a glass artist Susan has drawn her inspiration from the landscape in
which she lives. As an avid gardener she continues to explore the Idea of garden
through her vessel and sculptural works and is well known for her vibrant floral
vessels. Susan examines how glass has been used historically and transitions
form and style with a contemporary feel. Susan has won numerous awards and
acknowledges the generous support of the Canada Council for the Arts and The
Ontario Arts Council. Her work has been published in ‘Studio Glass, Anna & Joe
Mendel Collection’, The Montreal Museum of Fine arts, ‘Susan Rankin: valid
objects of beauty’, Moose Jaw Museum & Art Gallery, Cinzia Corella,
‘Contemporary Canadian Glass’, Winter 2007, Sally McCubbin, ‘World Art Glass
Quarterly’, Volume 2 2007, Jill Culora, ‘Contemporary Canadian Glass,’ Spring
2007, Cinzia Corella, ‘500 Glass Objects’, Lark Books 2006, ‘Glass Art :
International 2003’, Richard Yelle 2003, ‘Sheridan The Cutting Edge in Crafts’,
James Strecker '99, ‘New Glass Review’, USA '91, '96, '97 & 2004, and ‘A
Treasury of Canadian Craft’, Canada and Japan '92.”
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Micky Renders

Joan Scaglione

Sense of Place, 2011, digital photograph, 16 x 20 inches

Council of the Horses, 2008, clay, wood, found object, 4 x 6 x 3.5 feet

“Impermanence is an undeniable and inescapable fact of human existence -- from
which nothing that belongs to this earth can escape. As life speeds up, so much of
what we experience is fleeting that it may as well be an illusion. These photobased works are expressions of the ethereal and metaphysical aspects of life.
For over twenty years my painting has explored life forces and a sense of
universal connection. In this current body of work I address the temporal nature of
things. “Light painting” is the antithesis of traditional photography: the sweeping
motions of the camera or subject create the effects of a paintbrush, recording light
energy with its expansive airy quality. “

www.agp.on.ca

“I evolved into an installation artist in the prairies in 2000 while attending graduate
school. The land summoned powerful metaphors in my work. My work originates
from an archetypal impulse expressing regeneration and healing. My images include
huts, ladders, beds, water, and boats. I often work with found objects, recycled
materials and materials from the earth. There is a spiritual underpinning to my work.
The following are a series of smaller works though my installations are usually
constructed on a large scale.
Council of the Horses on the Eve of Their Demise addresses the killing of herds of
wild horses for human consumption. The wilderness of nature is embodied in these
and other creatures. As we obliterate them we also obliterate our own primal
connections to creation. The horses are aware of their impending annihilation as they
surround a “killing machine”.”
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Susan Scott

Nan Sidler

Icy Creek, Jackson Park, 2011, watercolour, 13 x 21 inches

Breaking Dawn, 2011, pastel, 13 x 9 inches
“For the past 30 years I have had a career as a freelance graphic artist and
cartoonist. While this has been fun and rewarding, I have always wanted to take
time to explore other kinds of art. Three years ago that opportunity arose. I took a
sabbatical, sold my house and began a journey of traveling, visiting and painting in
various locations in Canada, the United States and Europe before deciding to
settle in Peterborough. I work with chalk and soft pastels, mostly painting
landscapes on location where and when it’s warm enough to be outside and still
life in my studio when it’s not. I am trying to see beyond the surface into the
rhythms and flow. It’s the energy I am interested in connecting to and expressing.
After the initial compositional sketch I work quickly, try to keep my head out of the
process, let go and respond intuitively to the scene. The submitted pieces
represent this approach. My background as a cartoonist has had a definite
influence on how I see and represent the world around me. There is a playful
mindset that everything is alive and has the potential to be animated. Pears can
dance, clouds race, from certain perspectives napkins turn into mountains and
valleys. There really is no such thing as “still life”. It is all energy made visible
though line and colour. “
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“I have had a passion for creating art since I was a young child. As an adult, I
have developed my skills of drawing and painting by studying under various local
and international artists, such as Ann Cossar, Richard Hayman, Pauline Bradshaw
and Mary Whyte. I have received several awards from the Buckhorn Fine Art
Festival, including two first prizes and the People’s Choice Award. Northlight
Books, Strokes of Genius 2, October 2009, selected one of my graphite images for
publication. My work can be found in private and corporate collections across
Canada and the U.S. A series if my prints and art cards featuring Canoe Routes
of the Kawarthas can be purchased at the Canadian Canoe Museum.
My watercolours and drawings are a dialogue between myself and the viewer, a
dialogue that begins with an emotion. Any subject is a possibility, if it evokes a
feeling and mood that I wish to convey to the viewer. Inspiration for my art comes
from the world that I know and love. A beached canoe at sunrise, a backlit flower
in my garden, a child playing in the surf, become the subjects for my next
landscape, still life or portrait. My passion for nature and the outdoors is evident in
many of my images. I strive to reflect the beauty of the Canadian Landscape, and
remind viewers what is at stake if we do not assume stewardship of our natural
world.”
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Dwight Siegner

Reconstruction, 2003, acrylic on canvas, 30 x 30 inches
“Born in 1949 in Belleville, Ontario, and educated at the University of Windsor
(B.F.A.), the University of Regina (M.F.A.) and the University of Toronto (B.Ed.).
After graduating from the U. of Regina I taught as a Sessional at Red Deer College
and then as an Assistant professor at Mt. Allison University until 1983. From 1984
until 1987 I worked for the McMichael Canadian Art Collection as a Gallery
Educator and Programme Designer. From then on until last year I was a teacher
for the Kawartha Pine Ridge District School Board.
My work is abstract and draws from many traditions. From Max Ernst to Robert
Rauschenburg I have tried to apply theories of image-making to my own process.
Structure (composition) which suggests layers of perception and the
interrelationship of things, and fragmentation is important to me. A sense of
irresolution and continuity at the same time is what I think generates a kind of
visual tension supported by strong chromatic and textural changes, and an interest
in surface. The paintings are starting points meant to stimulate a process of
exploration and interpretation by the viewer.”
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Heather Smith

Carve The Land, 2010, oil, collage, 66 x 66 cm
“Human Interaction with the land is the theme that has emerged in my recent work.
Humans as a part of the land: a piece in the cycles of the seasons, the cycles of
life and death, of growth and decay. My imagery comes from personal
experiences growing up in rural Nova Scotia, as well as more collective
experiences of this lifestyle. The interactions with the land that I depict (hunting,
logging) are exploitative, yet there is a great respect and love for the land that
results from this relationship. However much of a paradox it may be, the logger
does love the forest. We all participate in the exploitation of the land, but to have
direct contact with the land - by cutting the wood we burn or picking the berries we
eat - is to be more aware of this exploitation. To kill an animal is to create a very
real union between yourself and the cycles of the land. To participate in this union
with nature is hopefully to be more aware of our exploitation of it. Heather Gabriel
Smith is an emerging artist working in Kingston, Ontario, and a student at Queen's
University. She works primarily with printmaking. You can see more of her work
at www.heathergabrielsmith.blogspot.com.”
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Erika Takacs

Shannon Taylor

New Snow, 2011, mixed media on board, 24 x 24 inches

The Big Rush, 2010, paper pulp and wood, 21 x 9 x 28 inches
“My figurative sculptures draw inspiration from a wide range of sources. Historical
references, mythology, and everyday life equally offer possibilities for reflection
upon existential subjects. Having lived half of my life in Europe, and the other half
in Canada, I am drawn to choose from a curious and often contrasting bag of
experiences and influences; they shape my perspective on my immediate
surroundings and the larger view of things. Imprints from both worlds inspire me to
create figures that do not belong to any specific era, yet aim to tell stories that are
universally comprehensible. “The Big Rush” is a social commentary about instant
gratification and losing sight of what really is of value in life. Intuition is an integral
and critical component of my creative process. Through exploring obscure
fragments of the self, my objective is to engage, even provoke the viewer's
emotional response, while also inviting thoughts on past, present, and future.“
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“Shannon studied media arts at The Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, where
she was the recipient of the Gordon Parsons Scholarship and the Media Arts
Award and is now an active artist in Peterborough Ontario. She is known for her
mural work which can be found in downtown Peterborough on Hunter St., at the
Peterborough Clinic and the Children’s Aid Society in Bancroft, Ontario. Her work
can also be found in various venues around town, and on her website,
www.shannontaylor.ca. Shannon participates regularly in local art festivals, and
teaches workshops at the Art School of Peterborough and the Art Gallery of
Peterborough. She also works at Christensen Fine Art, an art gallery which
specializes in custom framing and restoration, and is home to the studio of the
local artist Peer Christensen.” “I am interested in many different modes of
expression. The process of discovering new ways of working and building upon
what I have learned is what keeps me engaged as an artist. In my photo-based
work, through techniques of image transfer, drawing and painting, I combine
photographs I have taken into composite images. The inspiration for this work
comes from the idea of reality as a story which contains both ‘fact’ and ‘fiction’ in
the sense that, to an extent, everyone creates their own.”
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Alice Teichert

Wendy Trusler

s’pos)in( - SWING, 2009, digital printing, archival ink/paper, 85.09 x 127 cm
“Born in Paris and raised in Brussels within the environment of the European
Communities, Alice Teichert studied music, visual poetry, visual arts and
printmaking in Belgium and France. In 1984 she moved to North America to
explore North American Abstract painting in New York and Toronto. While she set
up her studio in Toronto, New York art critics Clement Greenberg and Karen Wilkin
made regular studio visits and continued to take note of her work. Teichert has
built an international career with exhibitions of her work in France, Canada,
Switzerland, and Australia. She lives in the Northumberland Hills and works from
her studio in Port Hope, Ontario.
Alice Teichert has always emphasized the importance of language, text, painting
and line drawing in her visual poetry. Her latest body of work continues to build
upon the use of colour and transparencies while focusing much more on line
drawings and inscriptions. These memory notations converse with the act of
taking and creating notes of a somewhat textual and musical nature, an epigraphy
that is as important to her compositions as the many layers of vibrant colour glazes
in her paintings, for which she has become well known.
Teichert continues to explore her palette and new materials in painting, digital
printing, mixed media on mylar, where each layer is informing the other. This
group of five works are examples of her new directions. “
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The Whole Real Moment, mixed media installation, variable dimensions
“My work is driven by ideas around ecology, continuity and regeneration. I am
intrigued by the ways in which recollections are organized into what we understand
as history. And I am interested in deciphering the roles that symbol and language
play in coding memory.
Comprised of a reading table layered with etched-in text and paper-works
generated from lists kept for over 16 years, The Whole Real Moment is aimed at
challenging viewers to connect with memory and acknowledge its weight.”
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Steven Vero

Brion Wagner

Ancient Knowledge, 2010, oil on canvas, 16 x 20 inches

Cornered, Sept. 2010, mixed media installation, variable dimensions

“It is a challenge for every artist to remain true to what they feel should be the
direction of their creative course as they continue on a long evolving path of
creativity. We are subject to the influences around us and seek to define and
express what we perceive to be the true nature of the world. How we achieve the
latter is the individual artist’s quest and ongoing struggle. It seems that there are
no absolutes and all things remain open to constant re-evaluation within an everchanging world.

“Although I have never been willing to specialize in any medium, I feel comfortable
combining media in many ways, to explore, to expand, rather than to narrow my
focus. There are aspects common to all of my work: collage, use of recycled and
re-purposed materials, density of information, a tendency for elements to emerge,
interact, then subside or decay, and a sense of interconnectedness uniting diverse
fragments. Though individual pieces of work may seem finished and complete
unto themselves, I often use them as parts of a greater whole. Each is potentially
raw material to reuse or remix in a larger, ongoing work. Collecting and sorting
has always been an important activity, often more important than actually
producing a finished work. Connections become evident as I sort and compare
objects, and random juxtapositions often suggest new directions to explore. My
recent work has been temporary installations in which I re-use and recombine
diverse materials, improvising, sometimes not “finished” until the closing. The
work I propose is an installation, a continuation of the process that led to the works
submitted as examples. It is to be built on-site, then extended and modified
throughout the duration of the show. The preferred location would be wherever it
is too awkward to display other kinds of art.”

The works submitted represent where I am at the present in my painting career
that spans forty plus years. Abstraction seems to be the logical destination for a
universal statement that invites the viewer to actively participate in the visual
experience and to drawing their own conclusions.”
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Victoria Wallace

David Woodward

The Ex, 2010, encaustic, 16 x 25 inches
“Victoria Wallace is a Peterborough based multi-media artist working, exhibiting
and conducting workshops in acrylic, encaustic, watercolour and sculptural media.
She has had a successful mural and specialty paint finish company in Toronto for
over 25 years. Her extensive commissions include work for television, film,
theatre, restaurants, businesses and private collections across Canada and
internationally. Her paintings are infused with the “trompe l’oeil” influence she
mastered through years of mural painting. Victoria’s work illuminates her subjects
through techniques which range from high realism to abstraction.

Whitetail and the Ribcage, 2010, five-layer woodcut print on paper, 24 x 18 inches

The artist's body of work is related to duplicity. Wallace's interpretation, in
metaphoric studies, allegorically investigates the illusory environment of her
paintings. She represents this intuitively, continually drawn back to familiar
elements that appear in many of her works: feminism, freedom, flight, the
movement of objects through a moment in time, all tempered with the notion of
risk-taking, and the fear of the unknown. The duplicity of the desire to be free and
freed, countered by the fear of that allegoric solo flight, is divined in her work
through examining unfettered soaring objects, set against impenetrable urban
structures.

“Art has always been an important outlet for me, and has become a natural way of
resolving the different currents of my life and mind. My interests lie primarily in oil
painting, printmaking and drawing. I have recently begun working with installation
as a means of combining media and presenting layers of meaning within the
experience of art. The human body, spirituality, and the interaction between past
and present are subjects and ideas which I find myself exploring recurrently.
Evidence of the artist’s mark is very important to me, and I have a natural
tendency towards traditional techniques and approaches when it comes to creating
art.

"A palpable tension is created by my childlike belief in flight, with all its possibilities
and wonder, juxtaposed with the static inhumanity of industrial reality" Wallace
explains.”
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White Tail and the Ribcage is a multi-layered woodcut which explores the origins
of humanity, making subtle references to Biblical and scientific explanations.”
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Joan Zageris

Scotch Glass, 2010, watercolour, 11 x 15 inches
“Born and raised in Rouyn-Noranda, Quebec, Joan Zageris studied painting and
art history at Fanshawe College and Carleton University with watercolour as her
preferred medium. Captivated by its luminous qualities she dedicated herself to
perfecting the transparency aspect of watercolour and continues to explore its
characteristics in an ongoing evolution of self-expression.
‘Watercolour allows me to explore my fascination with natural light concentrating
my artistic focus on subjects with a personal meaning.’
“This group of transparent watercolours covers the breadth of Joan’s subject
matter from intimate looks at everyday objects to sober landscapes experienced
on her travels to the textures of her lane in winter. All are frank portraits of
subjects that possess the same simplicity as the medium.”
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